The team scaling fallacy: Underestimating the declining efficiency of larger teams
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Abstract
The competitive survival of many organizations depends on delivering projects on time and on budget. These firms face decisions concerning how to scale the size of work teams. Larger teams can usually complete tasks more quickly, but the advantages associated with adding workers are often accompanied by various disadvantages (such as the increased burden of coordinating efforts). We note several reasons why managers may focus on process gains when they envision the consequences of making a team larger, and why they may underestimate or underweight process losses. We document a phenomenon that we term the team scaling fallacy—as team size increases, people increasingly underestimate the number of labor hours required to complete projects. Using data from two laboratory experiments, and archival data from projects executed at a software company, we find persistent evidence of the team scaling fallacy and explore a reason for its occurrence.
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Introduction

Across a wide range of industries and functions, from construction to consulting and from healthcare to new product development, work is delivered to customers in the form of projects completed by teams (Edmondson & Nembhard, 2009; Ilgen, Hollenbeck, Johnson, & Jundt, 2005). Organizations turn to teams for many reasons, one of which is the increased speed with which projects can be completed when work is divided among many people. Organizations also rely increasingly on teams because knowledge is evolving so rapidly that in many settings, no single person has the depth of knowledge required to adequately serve customer needs. Teams also allow for specialization of member roles through the division of labor and can increase the knowledge resources available both within a team and through members’ external connections (Halebian & Finkelstein, 1993; Moreland, Levine, & Wingert, 1996; Reagans & Zuckerman, 2001).

In many project-based organizations that rely on teams, an important key to competitive success is accurately estimating and adhering to project budgets and deadlines. For a business that delivers projects to customers, missing promised budget and deadline estimates can tarnish a previously good reputation with patrons, resulting in lost business. Such errors in forecasting may also turn projects that should have generated profits into money-losing ventures (Heskett, Sasser, & Schlesinger, 1997; Wheelwright & Clark, 1992). Despite the importance of meeting deadlines and correctly estimating costs, industry statistics suggest that many project-based organizations struggle with these activities. For example, studies in the construction, healthcare, aerospace, and information technology industries have found that anywhere from 33% to 88% of projects are delivered late and over budget (Knight, 2011; Standish, 2009; Watson, 2008).

One possible explanation for these budget and deadline overruns is that process challenges arise when people work together, yet estimators do not properly account for them. Research on teams has shown that although increasing a team’s size provides the potential for many benefits (e.g., through increased specialization and expanded knowledge networks), the team’s actual productivity may suffer due to process losses (Levine & Moreland, 1998; Steiner, 1972). Increasing a team’s size can hamper its coordination, diminish its members’ motivation, and increase conflict among team members (Hare, 1952; Ingham, Levinger, Graves, & Peckham, 1974; Moreland et al., 1996). An interesting question is whether estimators are sufficiently sensitive to these problems. In this paper, we investigate whether estimators exhibit a bias that we term the team scaling fallacy—a tendency to increasingly underestimate task completion time as team size grows. We confirm the hypothesis that the team scaling fallacy plagues estimators in both the laboratory and the field. We also identify and test an important driver of this phenomenon: the tendency to focus too much on the process gains associated with increasing team size, relative to the process losses.
Background and hypotheses

Impact of team size on team performance

Before investigating the impact of team scaling on forecasting errors, it is important to consider how team size affects team performance (see Levine and Moreland (1998) and Moreland et al. (1996) for reviews of this topic). Increasing size offers a team multiple benefits. Labor can be subdivided across more team members, for example. This division of labor makes it possible to match workers with the tasks that are most interesting to them and for which they are best suited. It can also foster task specialization, which improves performance (Moreland & Myaskovsky, 2000; Newell & Rosenbloom, 1981; Wegner, 1987). Moreover, larger teams are likely to have a broader base of knowledge and experience (Haleblian & Finkelstein, 1993; Reagans & Zuckerman, 2001), which can prove beneficial. Larger teams also possess more slack resources, which can be deployed if circumstances change (Moreland et al., 1996).

Along with these benefits, increasing team size presents challenges involving coordination, motivation, and conflict (Hackman, 2002; Levine & Moreland, 1998; Steiner, 1972). With respect to coordination, the potential for coordination losses increases as a team grows because the number of communication linkages among members increases at a nonlinear rate.1 More time is thus required to keep all members informed (Brooks, 1975; Stasser & Taylor, 1991). The threat of miscommunication also increases when information is passed among a greater number of members, each of whom may interpret the information differently, based on his or her personal background (Allen, 1977; Beckly, 2003). Further, although a larger team creates opportunities for division of labor, completed work must be integrated at some point, requiring additional time and effort (Heath & Staudenmayer, 2000; Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967).

A second challenge associated with increasing team size involves member motivation. Members of growing teams may experience decreased motivation. For example, members of larger teams may exert less effort, due to such factors as social loafing and free riding (Albanese & Fleet, 1985; Karau & Williams, 1993; Latane, Williams, & Harkins, 1979). Also, members of larger teams may find their membership to be less satisfying (Hackman & Vidmar, 1970; Mullen, Symons, Hu, & Salas, 1989), which can weaken their commitment.

A third challenge associated with increasing team size is the increasing potential for conflict among members, which can again harm team performance (Brewer & Kramer, 1986; O’Dell, 1968). For example, members may be less willing to help one another in a larger team, or they may suppress the ideas of others in order to promote their own ideas (Diehl & Stroebe, 1987; Latané & Nida, 1981; Paulus & Yang, 2000).

Biases in estimating the impact of increasing team size

Our focus in this paper is not on whether team performance improves or deteriorates as a team grows. Rather, we are concerned with whether people are sufficiently sensitive to the impact of increasing team size on the total number of hours of labor required to complete a project.

A principal reason why people may underestimate diminishing returns to increasing team size is that they may underestimate the additional time needed to coordinate team members’ efforts. This error, known as coordination neglect (Heath & Staudenmayer, 2000), has been hypothesized to occur when estimators attend more to the gains in efficiency that can be achieved by dividing responsibility for project components among team members than they do to the time required to integrate that work. As a team grows, its opportunities for dividing labor increase, but so does the complexity of integrating completed work. Thus, if people focus primarily on the gains from dividing labor, then their estimates of the effort required to complete a project will be increasingly overoptimistic as a team grows in size. Although coordination neglect has been discussed in the academic literature, we are aware of no published empirical tests of coordination neglect and its implications.

Past research on decision making has focused on documenting biases that lead people to make inaccurate judgments across a range of domains (see, e.g., Bazerman & Moore, 2009; Gilovich, Griffin, & Kahne, 2002). Early research on judgment and decision-making demonstrated that people are poor intuitive statisticians (Tversky & Kahne, 1974), making many errors when they estimate probabilities. More recent research has demonstrated that people also exhibit a wide range of self-serving biases, such as over-optimism about their own abilities (see Moore & Healy, 2008). For example, studies of brainstorming have shown that many people believe that groups will be more productive than individuals, even though a comparable number of individuals will consistently outperform a group when it comes to brainstorming (Diehl & Stroebe, 1987). Group brainstorming may persist because people feel more satisfied working in a group and have an inflated view of their own contribution to the brainstorming process (Nijstad, Stroebe, & Lodewijks, 2006; Paulus & Yang, 2000).

Predictors who have a stake in a project’s success may also exhibit self-serving biases when estimating project completion times. Past research has shown that many people exhibit a “planning fallacy,” underestimating how much of their own effort will be required to complete a project alone (Buehler, Griffin, & Ross, 2002; Kahne & Tversky, 1979) or with teammates (Buehler, Messervey, & Griffin, 2005; Sanna, Parks, Chang, & Carter, 2005). This bias is said to arise from a tendency to imagine scenarios involving success, using details of the case at hand, without adequate attention to relevant base rates of performance on similar projects in the past (Buehler, Griffin, & Ross, 1994; Kahne & Lovallo, 1993).

Although the planning fallacy might contribute to budget and deadline overruns in many organizations, we believe that it would not generally contribute to a team scaling fallacy. First, the planning fallacy does not seem to afflict outsiders—it biases only an individual’s predictions about his or her own performance (Buehler et al., 1994). However, in many organizations, those who are responsible for estimating the total labor hours required for a team to complete a project are not members of the team that will carry out the assignment. Second, even when predictors do have a stake in project outcomes, it is not clear why the severity of the planning fallacy should vary for teams of different sizes when task characteristics are otherwise held constant. Indeed, to the extent that partitioning a task among the members of larger teams causes estimators to more thoroughly “unpack” the components of a project, that process should reduce the planning fallacy (Kruger & Evans, 2004).

We study whether people who must estimate the total amount of labor required to complete a team project are appropriately responsive to differences in team size. The specific metric we examined is the error in the estimated total number of hours (or minutes) of labor required to complete the project (“effort”). This metric is more relevant than a “missed deadline” because if a project is running behind schedule, then employees can be induced to work overtime, thus meeting their calendar deadline, yet exceeding their effort budget and thereby inflating project costs.

1 There are \(\frac{N(N-1)}{2}\) possible linkages within a team, where \(N\) is the number of team members.
Similarly, individuals could work fewer hours per day on a project that is ahead of schedule, appearing to barely make a deadline, when in reality, considerable slack existed.

We examine two testable hypotheses regarding the accuracy of estimators’ forecasts about the effort that teams will require to complete projects as a function of team size. First, we predict that estimators will exhibit the team scaling fallacy—they will not be sufficiently sensitive to the effect of increasing team size on the total amount of labor required to complete a project.

**Hypothesis 1.** The actual effort required to complete a project will exceed the estimated effort by a greater amount for larger teams than for smaller teams.

This hypothesis is based on the notion that people fail to fully appreciate the process losses associated with increasing team size. This is not merely a self-serving bias and thus should be exhibited by both the members of teams completing the projects (internal estimators) and by outsiders to those teams (external estimators).

We also predict that this bias is at least partially driven by a tendency to pay more attention to efficiency gains relative to efficiency losses.

**Hypothesis 2.** The more estimators focus on process gains relative to process losses, the more pronounced will be the team scaling fallacy that they exhibit.

The remainder of this paper is devoted to empirical tests of these hypotheses. First, we report a laboratory experiment that documents the team scaling fallacy. Second, we replicate this finding in another laboratory experiment using new stimuli and show that it is associated with the tendency for estimators to focus more on process gains than process losses as teams expand. Finally, we document the team scaling fallacy in a field study of project forecasts at a large, international software company.

**Experiment 1: do forecasters exhibit the team scaling fallacy?**

In our first experiment, teams of varying size completed a project that was divisible among team members but required the integration of all the work into a single, final product. Estimators, who were not part of any team, were familiar with the kinds of workers who would staff the teams, but did not know any specific team members. This task was designed to model the way in which team projects are structured and forecasts are generated in many major industries (e.g., software design, consulting, and construction).

**Team exercise participants**

Two hundred sixty-seven executive MBA students (97 female, 170 male) at UCLA took part in a team exercise during a required class in organizational behavior. The exercise was completed for a class in which students were accustomed to completing activities whose purposes were explained only during end-of-class discussions. Thus, no cover story was given to the students about the purpose of the exercise and taught about the concept of coordination of all the work into a single, final product. Estimators, who were not part of any team, were familiar with the kinds of workers who would staff the teams, but did not know any specific team members. This task was designed to model the way in which team projects are structured and forecasts are generated in many major industries (e.g., software design, consulting, and construction).

**Team exercise procedure**

In selecting a team exercise, we sought a task that was easy to learn (so it could be completed during a single class period), easy for estimators to conceptualize, involved opportunities for division of labor, and required coordination among team members to integrate their work. The task of assembling LEGO blocks into a pre-set structure met all these criteria, and is a team project that has been used by other researchers (Bluhm, Widiger, & Miele, 1990; Woolley, 1998; Zaccaro, Foti, & Kenny, 1991). All of the teams were required to assemble 50 LEGO pieces into a human figure (“LEGO Person”).

Prior to the start of class, the instructor briefly presented an image of the LEGO Person on the classroom screen, then placed a single model of the LEGO Person at the front of the room. Students were told: “Your task is to assemble these pieces exactly like the model in the front of the room.” Students were then given the names of their teammates (randomly assigned), as well as exercise instructions and LEGO sets. Finally, students filled out a short survey about their demographic characteristics and past experiences with members of their team.

Teams were then given up to 30 min to plan how they would assemble their LEGO pieces. Only during the planning period could group members observe the LEGO Person model, and even then, it could only be observed by one person at a time. Once a team decided it was ready to begin assembly (or once the 30 min available for planning had expired), the team began a timed assembly process. Whenever a team finished construction, its work quality was checked against the desired output. If the work did not precisely match the LEGO Person model, then one member of the team was given an opportunity to view the model again and report back to the team. The team was then given an opportunity to correct the defects, all with a timer running. Once the team’s output matched the LEGO model, the team’s total minutes of labor were recorded. Due to class length constraints, the assembly exercise ended after 30 min. Any teams that had not finished the project by that time were automatically assigned 30 min as their assembly time (20 teams did not finish assembling the LEGO model). Participants were debriefed on the purpose of the exercise and taught about the concept of coordination neglect after the exercise was completed.

**Estimation exercise participants**

One hundred seventy-eight undergraduate students were recruited through campus advertisements at the University of Pennsylvania to complete an estimation exercise. They were paid $10 apiece to complete a series of surveys over the course of an hour. Students received additional bonus pay up to $2, based on their performance on the estimation exercise (the bonus algorithm is described below). Upon beginning our study, which was described as a “decision making study”, participants were told that “the purpose of the study is to learn about how people estimate unknown quantities.”

**Estimation exercise procedure**

The estimators worked entirely independently (indeed, on a different university campus) from the teams assembling the LEGO pieces. However, estimators were shown the same instruction sheet and (picture of) the assembled LEGO Person model that was seen by participants involved in the construction task. Estimators were informed that executive MBA students at UCLA would be completing this LEGO construction project. They were then asked to estimate the total minutes of labor required to complete the LEGO construction project by a team composed of either two students or four students. Estimators were randomly assigned to one of the two team-size conditions and asked the following question:

\[\text{As an additional check, we drop all teams that did not complete the construction project in the allotted time. We still find that teams of size four took longer to complete the LEGO model, as compared to teams of size two.}\]
“Assume that teams ‘billed’ for their time (per minute) spent on
the project per group member. So, a group of 3 that spent
10 minutes on the project billed for 30 person-minutes. Please
forecast the average total number of person-minutes that it
took a group of 2/4 people in UCLA’s executive MBA program
to complete the assembly of the Lego Person.”

Estimators were informed that they would be paid for accuracy.
Specifically, they were given the following description of their incentive pay:

“If your estimate of the average number of person-minutes
billed by a 2/4 person team at UCLA is exactly right, you will
receive $2.00 in bonus pay. For every minute separating your
estimate from the correct number, your $2.00 bonus will be
reduced by $0.05. So, for example, if your estimate is off by
10 minutes, your bonus pay will be $1.50.”

Results and discussion

Summary statistics describing the actual and estimated total
minutes of labor needed to complete the projects are provided in
Table 1. The first column shows that four-person teams required
more person–minutes to complete the project than did two-person
t eams ($t(65) = 2.17, p < .05, one-tailed). We also examined how
team composition affected project completion times. We did not
see a statistically significant relationship between the average
age of team members or familiarity with team members and con-
struction speed. We do see that homogenous teams in terms of
gender (i.e., all male or all female) complete the project faster than
heterogeneous teams ($t(65) = 1.76, p < .05, one-tailed).

The second column shows that estimates of the required per-
son–minutes for project completion were also larger for teams of
size four than for teams of size two ($t(176) = 3.00, p < .01, one-
tailed). Apparently, people are aware that larger groups require
more total effort to complete projects.

To examine whether participants exhibited the team scaling fal-
lacy, we created a variable designed to capture each estimator’s de-
gree of over-optimism. Specifically, we calculated the average of
estimates of the total amount of labor required by teams
required by such a team (Column 3 of Table 1). The larger this quan-
tity, the more over-optimism an estimator had exhibited. We
found that optimism was significantly greater for larger (4-person)
teams than for smaller (2-person) teams ($t(65) = 1.76, p < .05).

Results and summary statistics from first construction exercise and related estimation
task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual Time (person min)</th>
<th>Estimates (person min)</th>
<th>Difference (person min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-person team</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36.33</td>
<td>22.93</td>
<td>–13.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(19.39)</td>
<td>(11.03)</td>
<td>(22.30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34 teams</td>
<td>89 estimators</td>
<td>89 observations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four-person team</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52.64</td>
<td>30.07</td>
<td>–22.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(39.11)</td>
<td>(19.53)</td>
<td>(43.71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33 teams</td>
<td>89 estimators</td>
<td>89 observations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Means, standard deviations (in parentheses) and sample sizes.

Experiment 1 confirmed our first hypothesis in a controlled lab-
atory environment with random assignment of team size where
external estimators were paid for accurate performance using a be-
tween-subject estimation design. We now turn to a replication using
different stimuli in a within-subject estimation design involving a
procedure that allowed us to test our second hypothesis.

Experiment 2: does focus on process gains vs. losses affect
the team scaling fallacy?

In Experiment 2, we attempted to replicate the team scaling fal-
lacy found in Experiment 1 using a similar construction project,
but this time elicit estimators’ views about the relative impor-
tance of process gains vs. losses as team size increases. Experiment
2 thus allowed us to test our second hypothesis concerning a pos-
sible mechanism driving the team scaling fallacy.

This new experiment relied on within-subject estimation
(participants estimated the number of person–minutes required
to complete a project by teams of size two and size four, rather
than by teams of one size or the other), to confirm that our find-
ings hold in both joint and separate estimations. Although one could
argue that estimates of the total amount of labor required by teams
to complete projects are often generated one-at-a-time, there is a
benefit to examining whether within-subject estimates exhibit
the same patterns as between-subject estimates. Estimators in
some firms make staffing decisions or are called to budget work
simultaneously by several teams of varying sizes. Moreover, a
within-subject paradigm allows for a more conservative test of the
team scaling fallacy because past studies have found that attrib-
utes difficult to evaluate (in this case, the impact of team size on
effort required) receive greater weight when options are evaluated
simultaneously than when options are evaluated separately (Hsee,
Loewenstein, Blount, & Bazerman, 1999). Joint evaluations tend to
be more thoughtful and less instinctive than separate evaluations,
leading to less biased estimates (see Milkman, Rogers, and Baz-
erman [2008] for a review). Because the outcomes of joint and sepa-
rate evaluations have been shown to differ in past research, and
because many estimates in the field can be made either jointly or
separately, it is important to understand whether the team scaling
fallacy occurs in both joint and separate evaluation.

Finally, in this experiment we elicited estimates of the total
amount of labor required to complete projects not only from out-
siders, but also from members of actual project teams. This allowed
us to see whether people completing a project themselves are also
susceptible to the team scaling fallacy. Comparing results from
these two groups of estimators revealed the impact that personal
stakes (and perhaps greater familiarity with the people completing
the task) might have on the team scaling fallacy.

Team exercise participants

Eighty students (29 female, 51 male) at the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC) took part in a team exercise during an
MBA elective class. Because the exercise was for a class and stu-
dents were accustomed to taking part in class exercises where
the explanation followed the activity, no cover story was given to
the students about the exercise, and no material relevant to the
team scaling fallacy was covered in class prior to the exercise. Par-
cipants were randomly assigned to either a two-person team (12
teams) or a four-person team (14 teams). All of these teams were
asked to complete a group construction project.

Team exercise procedure

All of the teams assembled a 188-piece LEGO set (Smash ‘n’
Grab, LEGO Item #5982). At the start, students were provided with
an instruction sheet that included a picture of the fully assembled LEGO set. They were then told that “the objective is to assemble the LEGO pieces as quickly and accurately as possible.” Before beginning their work, students completed a short survey in which they estimated the total effort that would be required for teams of two people and four people (respectively) to complete the project. The order in which students answered questions about these two team sizes was counterbalanced. The students responded to the same question posed to estimators in Experiment 1. After completing this survey, students were given the names of their teammates (teams were again composed randomly) and permitted to meet with them. Students thus were unaware of their team’s composition or size when completing the estimation task.

Next, all teams were provided with a LEGO set and asked to begin their project. Their work was timed, and when a team finished its work, the result was checked against the desired output. If a team’s LEGO structure did not precisely match the picture on the LEGO box, then the team was given an opportunity to correct the defects, with a timer running. When the team’s output matched the LEGO model, the team’s total minutes of labor were recorded. Unlike the first exercise, sufficient time was provided for all groups to successfully complete the exercise. After the exercise, participants were debriefed. We found that students were surprised to learn about the phenomenon of coordination neglect and eager to learn more about it. They did not appear to realize that we had been exploring this phenomenon in the construction exercise they had just completed. During the debriefing, students engaged in an animated discussion of their own experiences working in large, inefficient teams.

**Estimation participants**

One hundred ninety-seven undergraduate students were recruited through campus advertisements at the University of Pennsylvania. These students were paid $10 each to complete a series of surveys over the course of an hour. Again, our survey was described as a “decision making study”, and participants were told that “the purpose of the study is to learn about how people estimate unknown quantities.”

**Estimation exercise procedure**

The external estimators worked independently (on a different university campus) from the teams of UNC MBAs assembling the LEGO pieces. Estimators were shown the same instruction sheet and picture of the assembled LEGO set that were shown to the students who were actually involved in assembling the LEGO pieces. The estimators were told that the assemblers were MBA students at UNC. Then, the estimators were asked the following question about a team of either two or four persons:

“Assume that teams will bill for their time per minute spent on the project per group member. So, a group of 3 that spent 10 minutes on the project would bill for 30 person-minutes. Please forecast the average total number of person-minutes that it will take a group of 2/[4] people to complete the assembly of the Lego structure.”

After responding to this question, estimators were asked the same question again, but for a group of whatever size they had not yet considered. The order of questioning was counterbalanced for the two group sizes. Finally, participants were asked two questions about the rationale for their estimates. First, they were asked the following open-ended question:

“If there was a difference in the assembly time estimates you provided for teams with different numbers of members, please describe your reasoning for estimating differences in assembly time as a function of team size:”

Next (to ensure that their answer to this open-ended question was unbiased), students were asked two questions about process intuitions. The order of these questions was also counterbalanced. In one question, students were asked to use a one-to-seven Likert scale to evaluate how the presence of additional team members among whom tasks could be subdivided affected their estimate. In the other question, students again used a one-to-seven Likert scale to evaluate how the presence of additional team members whose tasks must be coordinated affected their estimate.

**Results and discussion**

Statistics summarizing the actual and estimated total minutes of labor required to complete the projects are displayed in Table 2. Column 1 shows that four-person teams took longer to complete the project than did two-person teams ($t(24) = 4.01, p < .01$, one-tailed).

**Accuracy of external estimators**

Surprisingly, for external estimators, estimates of the person-minutes required to complete the project for teams of size four did not differ significantly from those for teams of size two ($t(196) = 0.97, NS, one-tailed$). With respect to Hypothesis 1, the degree of estimator over-optimism (measured by subtracting estimated effort from actual effort for each project) was again significantly greater for larger (4-person) teams than for smaller (2-person) teams ($t(196) = 13.96, p < .01$, one-tailed). This result confirms that the team scaling fallacy plagues estimators even in a joint evaluation context.

Thus far, we have identified the team scaling fallacy by examining the difference between the average actual effort expended for a given team size and the estimated effort for that team size. However, using within-subject data, it is also possible to test for this bias by examining the accuracy of the ratio of an estimator’s 4-person team effort estimate to her 2-person team effort estimate. We refer to this metric as the “4-to-2 effort estimate ratio”. The benefit of calculating this ratio is that it provides a measure of each individual’s sensitivity to team size—we can thus use it to explore what variables predict any given estimator’s degree of bias (a question we will turn to shortly).

The actual number of person-minutes required for a four-person team to complete the LEGO project (111.50) divided by the person-minutes required for a two-person team (72.39) is 1.54. That is, four-person teams required 54% more person-minutes than did two-person teams to complete the project. We computed this ratio for each external estimator using the same approach, and then compared the estimated ratios to the actual ratio of 1.54. If estimators were not sufficiently sensitive to the effect of team size on the person-minutes required to complete a project, then we would expect their estimated ratios to be less than 1.54. Indeed, 84% of the external estimators had ratios below 1.54 ($p < .01$, sign-rank test, one-tailed), providing additional support for the existence of the team scaling fallacy.

**Accuracy of internal estimators**

We next turned to the effort estimates made by participants who actually completed the LEGO construction project (internal estimators). For this group, we found that estimates of the person-minutes required to complete the project were significantly greater for four-person teams than for two-person teams ($t(79) = 3.49, p < .01$, one-tailed).
To determine whether internal estimators also showed signs of the team scaling fallacy, we again created a measure of over-optimism by examining the actual person–minutes of effort in a condition (team size of two or four) minus an individual’s estimated effort for teams in that condition. Once again, errors in effort estimates were significantly greater for larger (4-person) teams than for smaller (2-person) ones ($t(79) = 12.06, p < .01$, one-tailed). This result demonstrates that Hypothesis 1 holds not only when individuals make forecasts about tasks that others will engage in, but also when they make forecasts about tasks that they will engage in themselves.

Further evidence of the team scaling fallacy in internal estimations was found by comparing effort estimate ratios for 4-person teams with those for 2-person teams. The results showed that 75% of the internal estimators provided estimate ratios below the true ratio of 1.54 ($p < .01$, sign-rank test, one-tailed).

These findings demonstrate that the team scaling fallacy plagues both internal and external estimators, unlike some previously documented classes of biases.

### Attention to process gains and losses as team size changes

Finally, we examined how external estimators evaluated the relative importance of process gains and losses when generating their effort estimates for teams of varying sizes. We did this in two ways.

First, we examined responses by the estimators to our open-ended question about the rationale for their estimates. Two research assistants who were blind to our hypotheses, and to the experimental conditions from which responses were drawn, were trained to code the estimators’ responses. The coders were instructed to evaluate whether each response described (a) any benefits (in terms of efficiency, speed, etc.) that would be produced by increasing the size of a team, and (b) any costs (in terms of efficiency, speed, etc.) that would be produced by increasing the size of a team. The agreement rate for coding the first question was 80.2% ($\kappa = 0.57, p < .01$) and the agreement rate for coding the second question was 79.7% ($\kappa = 0.57, p < .01$). The coders discussed and resolved together any disagreements in their coding. The coded data showed that 107 participants (54.3%) mentioned coordination gains in their open-ended responses, whereas only 74 participants (37.6%) mentioned coordination losses. A two-sample proportion test showed that this difference was significant ($z = 3.34, p < .01$).

Next, we examined the external estimators’ “explicit” ratings of how important coordination gains and losses were for their estimates. The results showed that estimators considered coordination gains to be slightly more important than coordination losses ($\mu_{\text{gain}} = 5.45$ vs. $\mu_{\text{loss}} = 5.25$), although this difference was only marginally significant ($t(196) = 1.45, p < .10$, one-tailed).

Hypothesis 2 predicted that when estimators focused more on process gains than on process losses associated with greater team size, they would exhibit a stronger team scaling fallacy. To test this hypothesis, we first measured the extent to which each estimator exhibited the fallacy, using the 4-to-2 effort estimate ratio. We then took the natural log of that ratio, prior to running any regression models, in order to normalize the variable.

Table 3 reports the results from the analysis of the relationship between estimate accuracy and our two measures of attention to process gains and losses, the first captured by coding open-ended survey responses (Column 1) and the second through direct Likert scale ratings (Column 2). In both regressions, a negative coefficient corresponds to a larger team scaling fallacy (greater bias). Consistent with Hypothesis 2, both regression analyses showed a significant negative relationship between bias and the consideration of process gains, and at least a marginally significant positive relationship between bias and the consideration of process losses.

Using new stimuli, Experiment 2 thus replicated the finding that estimators underestimate the additional effort required to complete a team project when team size increases, providing additional evidence of the team scaling fallacy. Further, Experiment 2 showed that these results persist in a within-subject estimation context (joint evaluation), as well as when participants estimate the effort required to complete team projects on which they themselves will work (internal estimation). By comparing the effort estimate ratios for 4-person teams with those for 2-person teams, we can examine the strength of bias for internal vs. external estimators. We find that the sample of external estimators are more biased than the sample of internal estimators in our study (i.e., their ratio is lower, $p < .01$, one-tailed). However, it is important to note that the populations of internal and external estimators differ in other characteristics.

### Table 2

Results and summary statistics from second construction exercise and related estimation task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Internal estimators (UNC)</th>
<th></th>
<th>External estimators (Penn)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Actual Time (person min)</td>
<td>Estimates (person min)</td>
<td>Difference (person min)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Two person team</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>72.39</td>
<td>34.07</td>
<td>-38.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(23.81)</td>
<td>(15.19)</td>
<td>(28.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12 teams</td>
<td>80 estimators</td>
<td>80 observations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Four person team</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>111.50</td>
<td>42.83</td>
<td>-68.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(25.54)</td>
<td>(29.61)</td>
<td>(25.93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14 teams</td>
<td>80 estimators</td>
<td>80 observations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Means, standard deviations (in parentheses) and sample sizes.

### Table 3

Results from analysis of relationship between process gain/loss survey responses and estimate accuracy using coding of open-ended responses (Column 1) and Likert scale responses (Column 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DV: log(ratio of 4–2-person estimates)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process gain</td>
<td>-0.42***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process loss</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted $R^2$</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-statistic</td>
<td>32.28***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All models include heteroskedasticity robust standard errors.

---

** Significance at the 10% levels.

** Significance at the 5% levels.

*** Significance at the 1% levels.
compared here differed in a number of important ways besides whether or not they expected to complete the LEGO exercise themselves (e.g., external estimators were primarily undergraduates while internal estimators were MBA students), so these comparisons should be interpreted as merely suggestive rather than conclusive. Finally, the survey data collected in Experiment 2 supported Hypothesis 2—the team scaling fallacy is positively related to a heightened focus on process gains vs. process losses in larger teams.

Field study: evidence of the team scaling fallacy

Our field study extended the results of Experiments 1 and 2 by investigating whether the team scaling fallacy affects estimators in a natural setting. In particular, we examined whether project managers at a large international company were also more likely to underestimate the effort required to complete projects by larger teams. By examining the team scaling fallacy in the field, we could see whether this phenomenon persists when forecasters have considerable experience and receive frequent feedback about their forecasts, and when forecasting errors can have substantial financial consequences for a firm, as well as professional consequences for the forecaster.

Data set

Our data set included observations of 3 years of software development projects completed for clients by a large software services company, SoftCo (a pseudonym). SoftCo develops customized software for many global customers. The company provided data to us because of an interest in understanding what factors affect estimation accuracy. Although SoftCo also performs other types of projects, such as software maintenance and testing, we examined only software development projects because performance and control variables were available for such projects, allowing for cross-project comparisons. SoftCo has a structured set of procedures and information technology systems for collecting data on project characteristics, team member experience, and project performance. We combined this information to create our data set.

Our data set consisted of 1137 projects. Nineteen of these were missing some information and thus were excluded from our analysis. Among the 1118 projects for which all information was available, we conducted our analyses controlling for (1) the "kilolines of code" (KLOC) produced by the team, which was a measure of project complexity (MacCormack, Verganti, & Iansiti, 2001), and (2) customer effects. Our final sample consisted of 594 software development projects because we removed 469 projects that did not track KLOC and 55 projects from customers for whom only one project was executed (given that part of our data analysis relies on a fixed-effects regression model and therefore requires at least two observations per customer, all customer accounts with only one project were dropped from the analysis). These 594 projects were undertaken by SoftCo for 93 different customers a between 2004 and 2006.

Estimation of the total hours of labor required to complete a project at SoftCo takes place before the project starts and is carried out by sales and pre-sales professionals (not by the project team). Estimators receive role-based training that covers topics such as the "work breakdown structure" (WBS) and three-point estimation. In WBS, the work in a project is separated into the smallest practical pieces (PMI, 2008). Three-point estimation involves identifying the minimum, expected, and maximum effort that a task may require to complete. When creating a final estimate of the labor hours that a project will require, a SoftCo estimator has dual objectives. On the one hand, lower estimates may increase the likelihood of securing a contract from the customer. On the other hand, with higher estimates, SoftCo is more likely to deliver a project on-time and on-budget, thus increasing customer satisfaction and the odds of repeat business. Because SoftCo operates in a global, competitive environment, the marketplace prevents the firm from either adding too much slack to estimates (which would cause SoftCo to lose business to other firms with lower estimates), or estimating too aggressively (which would harm SoftCo’s reputation). Thus, accurate estimates are highly valued at SoftCo.

The estimates we studied were forecasts of the total number of employee–hours that SoftCo expected projects to require for completion. After an estimate was made by SoftCo and approved by the customer, an execution team was created and staffed. Thus, estimators did not know exactly how many engineers would eventually work on a project (during the course of a project, the estimate of required employee–hours might change). Estimates are changed primarily because the customer changes the scope of the project (e.g., adding or removing requirements). In order to change an estimate, SoftCo requires both customer and internal approvals to make sure that inappropriate gaming is not taking place. We relied on final, revised estimates in our analyses because these most accurately encompass the final objectives of projects.

To test for the team scaling fallacy among SoftCo estimators, we examined estimate quality—the difference between the number of total employee hours estimated for a project’s completion and the actual number of hours required to complete the project. To quantify estimate quality, we created a continuous variable that we called "% effort optimism." This variable was calculated by subtracting the estimated effort required to complete a project from the actual effort put into that project and then dividing the result by the estimated effort. In this field study, we standardized our performance measure, because unlike the laboratory experiments, we were comparing projects that involve different types of work. For that reason, we also included a number of project characteristics as control variables in our regression analyses. Given our expectation that estimators at SoftCo would also exhibit the team scaling fallacy, our prediction was that team size at SoftCo (measured by a count of the total number of individuals ever involved in a project) would have a positive association with % effort optimism. Hence, holding all other factors constant, larger teams should be associated with a greater tendency to underestimate the effort actually required to complete a project.

We conducted regression analyses on the full project sample (N = 1118) and on a sample for which controls for KLOC and customer effects were available (N = 594). For the second sample, we ran a Hausman test to determine whether to use a random-effects or a fixed-effects model. Because the Hausman test failed to reject the null hypothesis (that a random-effects model was consistent), we used a generalized least squares (GLS) random-effects regression model (Greene, 2003). However, all of the results reported here are robust to replacing our customer random-effects models with customer fixed-effects models. We ran all models with robust standard errors clustered by customer.

Our data set included a number of variables that described both project characteristics and team human capital characteristics, all of which were included as controls in our regression models. These control variables are described in Table 4 and Table 5 provides summary statistics for each variable in the analyses.

Across the full sample of projects studied, the median software development project at SoftCo involved a team of 12 people; the smallest project was executed by 2 people, the largest by 151 people. The median project took approximately 6 months to deliver, requiring 5451 h of employee effort to complete. Project duration

4 As a robustness check, we repeated all our analyses using the original estimates. All results for team size remained qualitatively unchanged with this alternative outcome variable.
ranged from 23 to 1082 days; project effort ranged from 256 to 268,253 employee hours. The median % effort optimism score was −3.9%, and this variable ranged from −63.0% to 274.1%.

Results

Table 6 presents the results of regression analyses examining the relationship between team size and % effort optimism for the full sample of projects (Column 1) and for the restricted sample of projects where additional control variables were available (Column 2). In both cases, the coefficient for team size was positive and significant, implying that larger teams were associated with greater effort underestimation. In fact, a one-standard-deviation increase in team size was related to a 3.5% increase in effort optimism.

One concern with this result is that our measure of team size—a count of the total number of individuals ever staffed on the team—is imperfect. Ideally, we would prefer data on the team size that was expected when SoftCo began the project, but this information was not recorded at SoftCo. Projects at SoftCo follow various staffing patterns, depending on their objectives (e.g., staffing everyone at once vs. gradually adding individuals). Looking at the maximum number of individuals ever involved in a project controls for these differences. However, it could overstate a negative effect of team size on % effort optimism because adding people to a project in its latter stages may exacerbate an effort overrun due to the added coordination issues (Brooks, 1975). Therefore, we ran robustness checks in which we excluded people staffed during the later stages of a project from our team size predictor variable. To do this, we counted the total number of team members who worked on a project at the midpoint of its duration. We also counted the total number of team members on a project at the 80th percentile of the project’s duration. We then repeated all analyses, substituting these two team-size variables for our primary predictor, and found the same fundamental pattern of results reported earlier. We also repeated all of our analyses using both a log transformation of team size and adding the square of team size, to detect any nonlinear effects. Both models again supported the results reported above.

Table 4
Control variables included in the regression models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control variable</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Team role experience</td>
<td>We average the number of years that each member has spent at SoftCo in her hierarchical role as project manager, middle manager, or project engineer. Robustness checks with firm-specific experience generate the same pattern of results for this study’s hypotheses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract type</td>
<td>We use an indicator variable that is set to one when the contract is fixed price (where SoftCo is paid a set amount of money and bears any risk of overage) and is set to zero when the contract is time and materials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SoftCo percentage</td>
<td>To control for coordination complexity due to employees working at different locations we construct a variable that divides the number of project hours completed at SoftCo’s facilities by the total project hours.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log (manual kilolines of code)</td>
<td>To control for project scale, complexity, and coordination challenges (Boehm, 1981) we use three variables: the log of the number of kilolines of new source code that are written for a project, the log of the estimated duration and the log of the estimated effort.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log (estimated duration)</td>
<td>Indicator variables for the year when the project started.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log (estimated effort)</td>
<td>Indicator variables included in the regression models.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5
Summary statistics and correlation table describing dependent, independent, and control variables of interest (N = 1118 except for Log(kilolines of code) where N = 594).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>σ</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. % effort optimism</td>
<td>−4.41</td>
<td>20.12</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>(5)</td>
<td>(6)</td>
<td>(7)</td>
<td>(8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Team size</td>
<td>18.40</td>
<td>18.47</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>(5)</td>
<td>(6)</td>
<td>(7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Log (estimated effort)</td>
<td>8.74</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>−.07</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>(5)</td>
<td>(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Log (actual effort)</td>
<td>8.65</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>.97</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Team role experience</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>.64</td>
<td>−.02</td>
<td>−.02</td>
<td>−.05</td>
<td>−.05</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Contract type</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>−.05</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>−.11</td>
<td>−.13</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. SoftCo percentage</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>−.18</td>
<td>−.16</td>
<td>−.18</td>
<td>−.04</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Log (kilolines of code)</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Log (estimated duration)</td>
<td>5.30</td>
<td>.66</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>−.13</td>
<td>−.12</td>
<td>−.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: r > .06, p < .05.
Discussion

Our findings suggest that estimators are not sufficiently sensitive to the effect of team size on the hours of labor required to complete a software development project. These results are consistent with the findings from Experiments 1 and 2 and provide additional evidence of the team scaling fallacy. Specifically, we found that effort optimism correlated positively with team size, even after controlling for estimated person–hours to complete a project. The $R^2$-squared values in our regression models were small. But as a SoftCo manager told us, “Even a couple percentage points is very important. That money goes straight to the bottom line and can be the difference in a profitable or an unprofitable project. Also, if you get the estimate right, then you don’t have to stress the team out in hitting the schedule.”

Our field data illustrate the importance of the team scaling fallacy in a natural context where opportunities abound for learning and feedback and the economic consequences for inaccurate forecasts are substantial. However, we were not able to observe planned team size—only actual team size. As a result, we cannot conclusively eliminate the possibility that some projects were behind schedule and added team members as a result — thus creating an operational problem that contributed to poor performance. Although our robustness checks examining alternative measures of team size helped to address this concern, and also supported our main findings, we acknowledge that there could be some underlying, unobserved heterogeneity in teams driving our results. However, such an explanation cannot account for the converging results from our two laboratory experiments, in which we were able to exogenously assign project-team size while holding all other characteristics of a group task constant. Future work might examine the team scaling fallacy in a field experiment where team size can be manipulated.

General discussion and conclusion

In three studies, we found evidence that the team scaling fallacy is a real and persistent bias. Optimistic errors in forecasting the total labor required to complete team projects increase as the size of the project team increases. This bias is exhibited by both outsiders estimating the effort required to complete a project and by insiders who will be completing the project themselves. The bias is evident whether estimates about teams of varying size are made between- or within-subjects. We also found that the bias was more pronounced when estimators placed more weight on process gains and less weight on process losses in teamwork. Our research thus provides the first direct empirical support for a specific implication of the coordination neglect hypothesis proposed by Heath and Staudenmayer (2000).

The studies in this paper have complementary strengths and weaknesses. Our experiments, carried out in a laboratory setting, allowed us to examine the causal impact of exogenously varied team size on estimation error, while holding each team’s task constant. The experiments also allowed us to explicitly measure estimators’ intuitions concerning process gains and losses, which allowed us to document a possible mechanism for the team scaling fallacy. However, the experiments did not allow us to establish the external validity of our finding. Meanwhile, our field study established the external validity of our findings, but did not allow us to conclusively establish a causal relationship between team size and optimistic estimation error, or to examine the mechanism responsible for our findings. Together, the three studies provided compelling evidence that the team scaling fallacy is a meaningful phenomenon associated with a tendency to underestimate process losses and/or overestimate process gains.

Questions for future research

Our work suggests several questions for future research. First, it remains to be seen how team member interdependence affects the team scaling fallacy. If a team project requires little coordination, then coordination neglect is unlikely to bias estimators. Coordination costs vary across team projects, depending on task and team member interdependence. In this paper, we examined estimates of the total hours of labor required to complete projects that required significant coordination among team members. Future research could examine the sensitivity of the team scaling fallacy to interdependence of partitioned task components. For instance, one intriguing avenue of inquiry would be to examine the impact of increasing project modularity on the team scaling fallacy. By dividing work into modules that interconnect only through well-defined interfaces, modularity decreases the global consequences of local changes and thus limits both the number of interconnections and the need for them among team members (Baldwin & Clark, 2000). Thus, modularity may reduce potential process losses sufficiently to attenuate or eliminate the team scaling fallacy. In any case it would be interesting to examine the extent to which estimators are sensitive to task modularity when making their forecasts.

A second question raised by the present work is how the team scaling fallacy might be affected by one’s familiarity with the team completing a project. In our research, estimators were generally unfamiliar with the specific individuals who would be working on team projects. It would be interesting to understand how estimates change if an estimator knows, for example, whether the people on a team have worked together previously, or the demographic diversity of team members. Such factors have been shown in previous studies to affect team performance (Espinosa, Slaughter, Kraut, & Herbsleb, 2007; Harrison & Klein, 2007; Huxman, Staats, & Upton, 2009), but it remains to be seen whether estimators are aware of these effects, and to what extent estimators incorporate them into effort forecasts.

Although we focused broadly in this paper on the impact of attending to process gains rather than losses associated with increasing team size, it would also be interesting to examine estimator sensitivity to specific kinds of process gains and process losses in group work (for example, motivation problems and conflicts among members). Future work could explore which specific factors contribute to the team scaling fallacy, and compare the relative contributions of each factor. Future research might also examine whether characteristics of the estimator or the estimator’s setting moderate the team scaling fallacy. For example, although we provided an accuracy bonus to all of the estimators in Experiment 1, future research could examine whether stronger incentives increase accuracy. In field settings, authority or status sometimes depends on accurate estimation, so it could be interesting to explore the impact of nonpecuniary incentives, such as social accountability, on the team scaling fallacy. Further, we examined the team scaling fallacy in the context of individuals’ estimates of group performance. But groups of estimators also could be studied. Would groups exhibit the team scaling fallacy as well (cf. Buehler et al., 2005; Sanna et al., 2005)? Finally, future research could consider the team scaling fallacy in the context of not only effort estimation, but also schedule estimation (i.e., missed deadlines).

Future research might also investigate the team scaling fallacy in other setting. Although the archival dataset we examined was both large and detailed, it came from a single company in a single industry. Prior studies of small groups have shown that shifts in team size have implications for team performance across a wide range of settings (Hackman & Katz, 2010; Moreland et al., 1996). Thus, we would expect the team scaling fallacy to arise across a wide range of settings.
We found that the team scaling fallacy is associated with greater attention to process gains relative to process losses. One additional avenue for future research is to explore the extent to which this observation is driven by overweighting of process gains relative to process losses, or overestimation of process gains relative to process losses. That is, to what extent do people incorrectly estimate the magnitude of process gains and losses associated with increasing team size, and to what extent do they underestimate the impact of these factors? Our data did not permit us to disentangle these different possibilities; future research could follow up on this question.

**Implications for project management**

A natural question about the team scaling fallacy is how can it be remedied. It might be helpful to measure and model the relationship between increasing team size and the number of hours of labor required to complete team projects in particular settings. Such information would allow estimates to be scaled by an appropriate, pre-determined factor, based on the expected team size, providing a cognitive repair for the team scaling fallacy (Heath, Larrick, & Klayman, 1998). Indeed, forecasters might benefit by estimating completion times using base rates that incorporate the true effect of team size on task-completion times, based on similar past projects (Kahneman & Lovallo, 1993).

Our findings have a number of direct implications for the field of project management. Although estimators and project managers are aware of the need for work integration within teams, our research shows the time required for such integration may be increasingly underestimated as a team grows. This problem may be compounded by common tools used in estimation, such as the work breakdown structure (WBS), which helps estimators to unpack the elements of projects that must be completed, so they can more accurately estimate total time required to complete the project. Benefits of a WBS focus around decomposition because “when the work is decomposed to greater levels of detail, the ability to plan, manage, and control the work is enhanced (PMI, 2008, p. 120).” Indeed, research on the planning fallacy has found that unpacking complex individual tasks into subtasks tends to increase the accuracy of predictions (Kruger & Evans, 2004). However, the WBS focuses solely on subdividing work, so there is risk that an estimator using the WBS may be particularly likely to neglect the costs of integration and team interaction. This could exacerbate the team scaling fallacy.

Both anecdotal and survey data suggest that organizations often struggle to accurately estimate the effort that will be required to complete the projects that they undertake. More work than ever is now being delivered to customers in the form of projects completed by fluid teams. Accurately estimating the costs of executing this type of work is therefore of growing importance (Edmondson & Nembhard, 2009; Huckman & Staats, 2011). Inaccuracy can have significant external consequences because missing promised budget and deadline estimates weaken potentially profitable projects and may result in lost repeat business (Heskett et al., 1997; Wheelwright & Clark, 1992). Additionally, although project leaders may attempt to meet deadlines by adding team members late in a project, or by asking existing team members to work longer hours, both solutions can have substantial negative consequences. Increased staffing may inflate labor costs and can still result in missed deadlines due to the time required for integrating new team members (Brooks, 1975; Chen, 2005). Likewise, overtime work can be an expensive solution due to both the higher rate of overtime pay and the risk that when team members work longer hours, stress levels can increase, resulting in worse performance and an increased threat of voluntary departure (DeMarco, 2002; Humphrey, Nahr gang, & Morgeson, 2007). We hope that our research on the team scaling fallacy can lead to new procedures and tools that improve the accuracy of estimates of group effort and minimize negative organizational consequences of errors in these forecasts.
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